Wellington-class Light Cruiser (NCC500XX)

Photon Torpedoes

ENTERED PERIOD: 2288-2380

Tractor Beam (Strength: 03)

OVERVIEW: As the Federation needed new diplomatic

TALENTS

Long Lance Plasma Torpedoes

and research locations throughout the quadrants, it
became apparent that they also needed additional
defenses in place to deter those who would seek to
undermine negotiations or steal Starfleet secrets. With
several threats looming, Starfleet assigned three
Wellington light cruiser to each important space station
to act as “trip-wires” able to scout for and, if needed,
deter and weaken an enemy ship before notifying the
rest of the fleet.

CAPABILITIES: Capable of traveling at a cruising
speed of warp 6 and able to fly at warp 9 for short
bursts, the Wellington class ships were able to get to
each other’s locations rapidly for back up should a
situation arise.
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Versatile 4*
*The momentum generated from this attack can only be
used to create a complication in the target’s Computers
or Sensors Systems.
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Long Lance Torpedoes: The ship can fire torpedoes with
the following profile:
Damage
3

STANDARD COMPLIMENT

On top of their rapid response times, the
Wellington frame had modified torpedo tubes capable of
firing “Long Lance” plasma torpedoes. These weapons
were designed to disrupt an enemy’s sensors and
computers as they waited for back up to arrive. With
these terrifying torpedoes on board, an enemy was
unlikely to get to the station the Wellington was assigned
to without putting themselves and their ships at great
risk.
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DIMENSIONS
Deadweight Tonnage
Length
Beam
Draft

165,475 Metric Tons
175 m
62 m
37 m

Warp Speed (TOS)
Warp Speed (TNG)

Cruise: 12 / Max: 14
Cruise 06 / Max: 09

